Prague as though the great wave of nineteenth century art was rc-lefore ceding, had expended itself. And, as I said, such vitality as Hitler persists is concentrated in London. The provinces are impoverished thereby. Should not conditions allow artists to scatter—getting, and bringing, initiative and vitality?
At least in the country one sees the drama of the year, from which one may get ecstasy and inspiration. I was going through a period of doubt, doubt about the road we painters were on, about the value of our objective, of my own efforts. I envied Yeats and Mrs Green living in a small capital, within a small and intimate circle. But their position, later, seemed less enviable. Ireland had attained her national freedom,; but individual freedom was to become curtailed, Some of the foremost writers were leaving Ireland, James Joyce, Stephen McKenna, for instance, and James Stephens. A. E. remained faithful to Dublin, and to his beloved Donegal, where he went each summer to paint.
For a while I was to leave London, for early in 1924 Sir Charles Trevelyan—he was then Minister for Education, and my chief at Whitehall—asked me to visit Paris, Prague, Berlin, and other centres abroad, to make a report on Continental art education. Furnished with a diplomatic passport, useful in those days of frontier complications, I went first to Czechoslovakia. I had a letter to our Minister at Prague, Sir George Clerk, and an introduction to President Masaryk. Sir George, the perfect diplomat, with his handsome face and slender figure, his eyeglass and suave manners, was kind and helpful. We had met, he reminded me, at Balliol, when I stayed there thirty years earlier with Basil Blackwood. He at once put me in touch with the Ministry concerned, whence 1 was taken to the Academy and to the School for Arts and Crafts. At the Arts and Crafts School I saw vigorous wood engravings and book illustrations, more striking than any I had seen in English schools. The students were capable and resourceful in many directions; but, as with us, little use seemed to be made of their versatile gifts. The Arts and Crafts School took lower rank than the Academy and I felt 20

